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After boot-stomping all night with every last Cameron man on the ranch, Holly canÃ¢â‚¬â„¢t wait to

get her honeymoon started with her new husband, Gavin. HeÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s her dream come

trueÃ¢â‚¬â€•smart, rugged and kinky as hell, but the very best part is marrying into his big family; a

close-knit, loving clan who take care of each other. SheÃ¢â‚¬â„¢d never had that. Ever. Ã¢â‚¬Å“Do

you take this manÃ¢â‚¬Â¦?Ã¢â‚¬Â• was the easiest question Holly ever had to answer. But when

Gavin poses a new, unthinkable question on their wedding night, Holly must choose between the

idealized happily-ever-after sheÃ¢â‚¬â„¢d always dreamed of and something much more than she

ever knew she wantedÃ¢â‚¬â€• or needed. Yet her happiness isnÃ¢â‚¬â„¢t the only thing put at risk

by the unconventional arrangement she finds herself in, and when everything Gavin treasures is

threatened, Holly must decide if she can give up the family sheÃ¢â‚¬â„¢d always wanted for the

family that wants herÃ¢â‚¬Â¦ in every possible way.Warning: This story is a grit-your-teeth hot

romance and reading it may make you squirm like a little roped calf. It is a work of fiction intended

for an adult audience and includes some dark behaviors the author does not condone or endorse.
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I'm torn about how to rate this book. The writing was well done and the story unique.That said,

where is it OK for a husband to tie up his wife on her wedding night, have his brothers assault her

and then subject her to each of them one-on-one during the following weeks, including one brother

who's into spanking and one who can only enjoy sex by raping her!!!She is supposed to accept and

embrace their lifestyle because "she loves him" and wants to be part of the family! And supposedly

her body responds to their repeated assaults (NOT IN REAL LIFE-TRUST ME).Has anyone ever

heard of an abusive relationship. The first thing an abuser does is convince the victim that it's for

their own good, and that if they don't agree, the problem is within them!This is sooo not acceptable

on so many ways I truly can't begin to list them.

This is an amazing series!. You can not go wrong with some sexy sweet kinky cowboy's!. The

characters in this book is fantastic!. A spunky Holly who marries one of the kinky Cameron Brothers.

Six Cameron Brothers each one sexier then the next ,-Luke, Travis, McKenna, Brody, Abel, and

Gavin her husband. When Holly married Gavin she knew he had a kinky side but until their wedding

night she did not know how kinky!. On their wedding night Gavin ties her up then lets her know he

wants to share her with his Brothers now. Can Holly handle that Gavin wants to share her or will the

marriage end before it even begins?This is a super amazing book and each book in this series has

been amazing!. You will so love Felice Fox's kinky cowboys!

I was really torn by this book. [Potential spoilers ahead.] The premise is interesting, and the sex was

often hot, and there was enough to like for me to give it three stars. Basically, it's about a husband

who tells his new wife, on their WEDDING NIGHT, that he plans to share her with his brothers. But

there's definitely some stuff missing. The book kind of feels like it's jumping from brother to brother.

Kind of like it's just a bunch of sexual vignettes. There's some narrative from the heroine, but not

enough, and what there is is confusing. And in no way am I okay with the husband springing the

whole "sharing" thing with her on their wedding night. That's just wrong, no matter what his reasons

are. That's like a next-level lack of trust. I'd kick him in the nuts and file for divorce, in that order. Oh,

and the dad somehow figured out she's sleeping with all his sons but he had literally no indication of

it, no way of knowing, other than maybe a look or something at the dinner table to clue him in. But it



wouldn't tell him she's sleeping with ALL of them. That's a huge leap. And when he finds out, he

turns into this weird religious zealot that's a 180 from who he was before, and most of his sons sit

there like cowards. They were happy to have sex with her, but not willing to come to her defense

with a "hey, this was OUR idea, not hers." Some of the brothers are complex and interesting but that

really took the shine off them and made me not want to read their books.

I was intrigued by the variety of reviews this book received. I've read Felice before and knew I

enjoyed her writing style, her voice, and what she brings to the genre--fascinating, nuanced, yet

accessible characters--but I felt "Hold Me Together" took it to a whole new level.Setting aside the

story for a moment, there are a couple of technically difficult things she accomplishes in this book.

The story is told exclusively from the heroine, Holly's view, yet the reader comes away with a clear

sense of who the hero, Gavin, is. We understand his goals and the depth of his love...and

understanding of his new bride. He knows her better than she knows herself...or dares to admit to

herself. Next, Felice brings a separate personality to each brother, without putting the reader in that

person's head. She does it deftly through the eyes of the heroine. Gavin, Brody, McKenna, Luke,

Travis and Abel all stood out. As did patriarch Hank, and neighbor Marcie. Everyone was separate,

distinct, and fully formed.The story challenges boundaries and comfort zones...and that's the fun of

reading erotica, right? If you want mainstream, read mainstream. Felice takes us on Holly's journey,

and gives us enough insight into her past, and Gavin, and the brothers, to make it believable and

workable and utterly fascinating. Yes, she walks a fine line, and no, this is not your mother's

Harlequin, but, frankly, it's a heck of a lot more compelling. This story will stick with you.

This is the first in her series and the one that I had started to read until it reached a point where this

man, who had recently married, was going to have his wife to have sex with all his brothers. SICK,

SICK, SICK

I am intrigued by the concept not that I want to be Holly. I really liked take me for longing and the

just sext series. I wanted to give this a try. I am very curious how Holly will feel when a new woman

is introduced.

I can honestly say that after reading HOLD ME TOGETHER by Felice Fox that I can see why

readers love her.She is able to tell a story in such a way that it draws the reader in and allows you to

experience everything that the characters are experiencing---and that in itself is a feat.In HOLD ME



TOGETHER we meet Holly and Gavin. They are definitely not the most conventional couple but one

thing that they share is a desire to please, and there is definitely enough pleasure for all to enjoy.

Holly's love for Gavin and are willingness to open herself up to a different type of relationship

introduces her to desires and feelings she wasn't even aware she had. Will she allow herself to

open up and enjoy herself to the fullest or will she allow what might be ill-placed perceptions to keep

her bound?This is a read that is hot enough to push anyone's buttons. If you are brave enough to

take the trip get HOLD ME TOGETHER and get ready for a literary ride that will keep you satisfied

all the way to the end.

Unless you are open minded to this kind of sex I wouldnt read it.I quit after one chapter since I dont

believe in that kind of sex.
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